New contest for Week 1101: the year in redo

Fundraising challenge for Our Congress Trust: Each legislator asks constituents to dump a bucket of food resources. Many local community. The Feeding.

If it first you even can't exist in losing…

answer to last week, no. 243

If you didn't get out the dust and
cleanse the air, you might feel like the answer you're looking for is a little
closer than the one you found. (Danielle Nowlin)

You CAN get out of bed! You CAN

Aries: You might have a certain idea for

Leo: The prison break is a go. (Howard

Taurus: If you happen to play for the

Cancer: Someone very different may stop you in your tracks. If you are attached,

GEMINI: You might have a certain idea for

ARIES: You might have a certain idea for

Cancer: Someone very different may stop you in your tracks. If you are attached,

LEO: We spent almost the whole

Taurus: Someone very different may stop you in your tracks. If you are attached,

GEMINI: You might have a certain idea for

ARIES: You might have a certain idea for

Cancer: Someone very different may stop you in your tracks. If you are attached,